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Abstract
We describe a framework for designing efficient active learning algorithms that are tolerant
to random classification noise and are differentially-private. The framework is based on active
learning algorithms that are statistical in the sense that they rely on estimates of expectations
of functions of filtered random examples. It builds on the powerful statistical query framework
of Kearns [Kea98].
We show that any efficient active statistical learning algorithm can be automatically con-
verted to an efficient active learning algorithm which is tolerant to random classification noise
as well as other forms of “uncorrelated” noise. The complexity of the resulting algorithms has
information-theoretically optimal quadratic dependence on 1/(1−2η), where η is the noise rate.
We show that commonly studied concept classes including thresholds, rectangles, and linear
separators can be efficiently actively learned in our framework. These results combined with our
generic conversion lead to the first computationally-efficient algorithms for actively learning some
of these concept classes in the presence of random classification noise that provide exponential
improvement in the dependence on the error ǫ over their passive counterparts. In addition,
we show that our algorithms can be automatically converted to efficient active differentially-
private algorithms. This leads to the first differentially-private active learning algorithms with
exponential label savings over the passive case.
1 Introduction
Most classic machine learning methods depend on the assumption that humans can annotate all
the data available for training. However, many modern machine learning applications have massive
amounts of unannotated or unlabeled data. As a consequence, there has been tremendous interest
both in machine learning and its application areas in designing algorithms that most efficiently uti-
lize the available data, while minimizing the need for human intervention. An extensively used and
studied technique is active learning, where the algorithm is presented with a large pool of unlabeled
examples and can interactively ask for the labels of examples of its own choosing from the pool,
with the goal to drastically reduce labeling effort. This has been a major area of machine learning
research in the past decade [Das11, Han], with several exciting developments on understanding its
underlying statistical principles [FSST97, Das05, BBL06, BBZ07, Han07, DHM07, CN07, BHW08,
Kol10, BHLZ10, Wan11, RR11, BH12]. In particular, several general characterizations have been
developed for describing when active learning can in principle have an advantage over the clas-
sic passive supervised learning paradigm, and by how much. While the label complexity aspect
of active learning has been intensively studied and is currently well understood, the question of
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providing computationally efficient noise tolerant active learning algorithms has remained largely
open. In particular, prior to this work, there were no known efficient active algorithms for concept
classes of super-constant VC-dimension that are provably robust to random and independent noise
while giving improvements over the passive case.
1.1 Our Results
We propose a framework for designing efficient (polynomial time) active learning algorithms which
is based on restricting the way in which examples (both labeled and unlabeled) are accessed by
the algorithm. These restricted algorithms can be easily simulated using active sampling and,
in addition, possess a number of other useful properties. The main property we will consider is
tolerance to random classification noise of rate η (each label is flipped randomly and independently
with probability η [AL88]). Further, as we will show, the algorithms are tolerant to other forms of
noise and can be simulated in a differentially-private way.
In our restriction, instead of access to random examples from some distribution P over X×Y the
learning algorithm only gets “active” estimates of the statistical properties of P in the following
sense. The algorithm can choose any filter function χ(x) : X → [0, 1] and a query function
φ : X × Y → [−1, 1] for any χ and φ. For simplicity we can think of χ as an indicator function of
some set χS ⊆ X of “informative” points and of φ as some useful property of the target function.
For this pair of functions the learning algorithm can get an estimate of E(x,y)∼P [φ(x, y) | x ∈ χS].
For τ and τ0 chosen by the algorithm the estimate is provided to within tolerance τ as long as
E(x,y)∼P [x ∈ χS ] ≥ τ0 (nothing is guaranteed otherwise). The key point it that when we simulate
this query from random examples, the inverse of τ corresponds to the label complexity of the
algorithm and the inverse of τ0 corresponds to its unlabeled sample complexity. Such a query is
referred to as active statistical query (SQ) and algorithms using active SQs are referred to as active
statistical algorithms.
Our framework builds on the classic statistical query (SQ) learning framework of Kearns [Kea98]
defined in the context of PAC learning model [Val84]. The SQ model is based on estimates
of expectations of functions of examples (but without the additional filter function) and was
defined in order to design efficient noise tolerant algorithms in the PAC model. Despite the
restrictive form, most of the learning algorithms in the PAC model and other standard tech-
niques in machine learning and statistics used for problems over distributions have SQ analogues
[Kea98, BFKV97, BDMN05, CKL+06, FGR+13]1. Further, statistical algorithms enjoy additional
properties: they can be simulated in a differentially-private way [BDMN05], automatically paral-
lelized on multi-core architectures [CKL+06] and have known information-theoretic characteriza-
tions of query complexity [BFJ+94, Fel12]. As we show, our framework inherits the strengths of
the SQ model while, as we will argue, capturing the power of active learning.
At a first glance being active and statistical appear to be incompatible requirements on the
algorithm. Active algorithms typically make label query decisions on the basis of examining in-
dividual samples (for example as in binary search for learning a threshold or the algorithms in
[FSST97, DHM07, DKM09]). At the same time statistical algorithms can only examine properties
of the underlying distribution. But there also exist a number of active learning algorithms that
can be seen as applying passive learning techniques to batches of examples that are obtained from
querying labels of samples that satisfy the same filter. These include the general A2 algorithm
1The sample complexity of the SQ analogues might be polynomially larger though.
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[BBL06] and, for example, algorithms in [BBZ07, DH08, BDL09, BL13]. As we show, we can build
on these techniques to provide algorithms that fit our framework.
We start by presenting a general reduction showing that any efficient active statistical learning
algorithm can be automatically converted to an efficient active learning algorithm which is tolerant
to random classification noise as well as other forms of “uncorrelated” noise. The sample complexity
of the resulting algorithms depends just quadratically on 1/(1 − 2η), where η is the noise rate.
We then demonstrate the generality of our framework by showing that the most commonly
studied concept classes including thresholds, balanced rectangles, and homogenous linear separa-
tors can be efficiently actively learned via active statistical algorithms. For these concept classes,
we design efficient active learning algorithms that are statistical and provide the same exponen-
tial improvements in the dependence on the error ǫ over passive learning as their non-statistical
counterparts.
The primary problem we consider is active learning of homogeneous halfspaces a problem that
has attracted a lot of interest in the theory of active learning [FSST97, Das05, BBZ07, BDL09,
DKM09, CGZ10, DGS12, BL13, GSSS13]. We describe two algorithms for the problem. First,
building on insights from margin based analysis of active learning [BBZ07, BL13], we give an
active statistical learning algorithm for homogeneous halfspaces over all isotropic log-concave dis-
tributions, a wide class of distributions that includes many well-studied density functions and
has played an important role in several areas including sampling, optimization, integration, and
learning [LV07]. Our algorithm for this setting proceeds in rounds; in round t we build a better
approximation wt to the target function by using a passive SQ learning algorithm (e.g., the one
of [DV04]) over a distribution Dt that is a mixture of distributions in which each component is the
original distribution conditioned on being within a certain distance from the hyperplane defined
by previous approximations wi. To perform passive statistical queries relative to Dt we use active
SQs with a corresponding real valued filter. This algorithm is computationally efficient and uses
only poly(d, log(1/ǫ)) active statistical queries of tolerance inverse-polynomial in the dimension d
and log(1/ǫ).
For the special case of the uniform distribution over the unit ball we give a new, simpler
and substantially more efficient active statistical learning algorithm. Our algorithm is based on
measuring the error of a halfspace conditioned on being within some margin of that halfspace. We
show that such measurements performed on the perturbations of the current hypothesis along the
d basis vectors can be combined to derive a better hypothesis. This approach differs substantially
from the previous algorithms for this problem [BBZ07, DKM09]. The algorithm is computationally
efficient and uses d log(1/ǫ) active SQs with tolerance of Ω(1/
√
d) and filter tolerance of Ω(ǫ).
These results, combined with our generic simulation of active statistical algorithms in the pres-
ence of random classification noise (RCN) lead to the first known computationally efficient algo-
rithms for actively learning halfspaces which are RCN tolerant and give provable label savings over
the passive case. For the uniform distribution case this leads to an algorithm with sample complex-
ity of O((1 − 2η)−2 · d2 log(1/ǫ) log(d log(1/ǫ))) and for the general isotropic log-concave case we
get sample complexity of poly(d, log(1/ǫ), 1/(1 − 2η)). This is worse than the sample complexity
in the noiseless case which is just O((d + log log(1/ǫ)) log(1/ǫ)) [BL13]. However, compared to
passive learning in the presence of RCN, our algorithms have exponentially better dependence on
ǫ and essentially the same dependence on d and 1/(1− 2η). One issue with the generic simulation
is that it requires knowledge of η (or an almost precise estimate). Standard approach to dealing
with this issue does not always work in the active setting and for our log-concave and the uniform
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distribution algorithms we give a specialized argument that preserves the exponential improvement
in the dependence on ǫ.
Differentially-private active learning: In many application of machine learning such as medical
and financial record analysis, data is both sensitive and expensive to label. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there are no formal results addressing both of these constraints. We address
the problem by defining a natural model of differentially-private active learning. In our model
we assume that a learner has full access to unlabeled portion of some database of n examples
S ⊆ X × Y which correspond to records of individual participants in the database. In addition,
for every element of the database S the learner can request the label of that element. As usual,
the goal is to minimize the number of label requests (such setup is referred to as pool-based active
learning [MN98]). In addition, we would like to preserve the differential privacy of the participants
in the database, a now-standard notion of privacy introduced in [DMNS06]. Informally speaking,
an algorithm is differentially private if adding any record to S (or removing a record from S) does
not affect the probability that any specific hypothesis will be output by the algorithm significantly.
As first shown by Blum et al. [BDMN05], SQ algorithms can be automatically translated into
differentially-private algorithms by using the so-called Laplace mechanism (see also [KLN+11]).
Using a similar approach, we show that active SQ learning algorithms can be automatically trans-
formed into differentially-private active learning algorithms. As a consequence, for all the classes
for which we provide statistical active learning algorithms that can be simulated by using only
poly(d, log(1/ǫ)) labeled examples (including thresholds and halfspaces), we can learn and preserve
privacy with much fewer label requests than those required by even non-private classic passive learn-
ing algorithms, and can do so even when in our model the privacy parameter is very small. Note
that while we focus on the number of label requests, the algorithms also preserve the differential
privacy of the unlabeled points.
1.2 Additional Related Work
As we have mentioned, most prior theoretical work on active learning focuses on either sample
complexity bounds (without regard for efficiency) or the noiseless case. For random classification
noise in particular, [BH12] provides a sample complexity analysis based on the notion of splitting
index that is optimal up to polylog factors and works for general concept classes and distributions,
but it is not computationally efficient. In addition, several works give active learning algorithms
with empirical evidence of robustness to certain types of noise [BDL09, GSSS13];
In [CGZ10, DGS12] online learning algorithms in the selective sampling framework are pre-
sented, where labels must be actively queried before they are revealed. Under the assumption that
the label conditional distribution is a linear function determined by a fixed target vector, they
provide bounds on the regret of the algorithm and on the number of labels it queries when faced
with an adaptive adversarial strategy of generating the instances. As pointed out in [DGS12],
these results can also be converted to a distributional PAC setting where instances xt are drawn
i.i.d. In this setting they obtain exponential improvement in label complexity over passive learning.
These interesting results and techniques are not directly comparable to ours. Our framework is
not restricted to halfspaces. Another important difference is that (as pointed out in [GSSS13])
the exponential improvement they give is not possible in the noiseless version of their setting. In
other words, the addition of linear noise defined by the target makes the problem easier for active
sampling. By contrast RCN can only make the classification task harder than in the realizable
case.
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Among the so called disagreement-based algorithms that provably work under very general noise
models (adversarial label noise) and for general concept classes [BBL06, Kol10, DHM07, BHLZ10,
Wan11, RR11, BH12, Han], those of Dasgupta, Hsu, and Monteleoni [DHM07] and Beygelzimer,
Hsu, Langford, and Zhang [BHLZ10] are most amenable to implementation. While more amenable
to implementation than other disagreement-based techniques, these algorithms assume the existence
of a computationally efficient passive learning algorithm (for the concept class at hand) that can
minimize the empirical error in the adversarial label noise — however, such algorithms are not
known to exist for most concept classes, including linear separators.
Following the original publication of our work, Awasthi et al. [ABL14] give a polynomial-time
active learning algorithm for learning linear separators in the presence of adversarial forms of noise.
Their algorithm is the first one that can tolerate both adversarial label noise and malicious noise
(where the adversary can corrupt both the instance part and the label part of the examples) as
long as the rate of noise η = O(ǫ). We note that these results are not comparable to ours as we
need the noise to be “uncorrelated” but can deal with noise of any rate (with complexity growing
with 1/(1 − 2η)).
Organization: Our model, its properties and several illustrative examples (including threshold
functions and balanced rectangles) are given in Section 2. Our algorithm for learning homoge-
neous halfspaces over log-concave and uniform distributions are given in Section 3 and Section 4
respectively. The formal statement of differentially-private simulation is given in Section 5.
2 Active Statistical Algorithms
Let X be a domain and P be a distribution over labeled examples on X. We represent such a
distribution by a pair (D,ψ) where D is the marginal distribution of P on X and ψ : X → [−1, 1]
is a function defined as ψ(z) = E(x,ℓ)∼P [ℓ | x = z]. We will be considering learning in the PAC
model (realizable case) where ψ is a boolean function, possibly corrupted by random noise.
When learning with respect to a distribution P = (D,ψ), an active statistical learner has access
to active statistical queries. A query of this type is a pair of functions (χ, φ), where χ : X → [0, 1]
is the filter function which for a point x, specifies the probability with which the label of x should
be queried. The function φ : X × {−1, 1} → [−1, 1] is the query function and depends on both
point and the label. The filter function χ defines the distribution D conditioned on χ as follows:
for each x the density function D|χ(x) is defined as D|χ(x) = D(x)χ(x)/ED[χ(x)]. Note that if χ
is an indicator function of some set S then D|χ is exactly D conditioned on x being in S. Let P|χ
denote the conditioned distribution (D|χ, ψ). In addition, a query has two tolerance parameters:
filter tolerance τ0 and query tolerance τ . In response to such a query the algorithm obtains a value
µ such that if ED[χ(x)] ≥ τ0 then ∣∣∣∣∣µ− EP|χ[φ(x, ℓ)]
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ
(and nothing is guaranteed when ED[χ(x)] < τ0).
An active statistical learning algorithm can also ask target-independent queries with tolerance
τ which are just queries over unlabeled samples. That is for a query ϕ : X → [−1, 1] the algorithm
obtains a value µ, such that |µ−ED[ϕ(x)]| ≤ τ . Such queries are not necessary when D is known
to the learner.
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For the purposes of obtaining noise tolerant algorithms one can relax the requirements of model
and give the learning algorithm access to unlabelled samples. A similar variant of the model
was considered in the context of SQ model [Kea98, BFKV97]. We refer to this variant as label-
statistical. Label-statistical algorithms do not need access to target-independent queries access as
they can simulate those using unlabelled samples.
Our definition generalizes the statistical query framework of Kearns [Kea98] which does not
include filtering function, in other words a query is just a function φ : X × {−1, 1} → [−1, 1] and
it has a single tolerance parameter τ . By definition, an active SQ (χ, φ) with tolerance τ relative
to P is the same as a passive statistical query φ with tolerance τ relative to the distribution P|χ.
In particular, a (passive) SQ is equivalent to an active SQ with filter χ ≡ 1 and filter tolerance 1.
Finally we note that from the definition of active SQ we can see that
E
P|χ
[φ(x, ℓ)] = E
P
[φ(x, ℓ) · χ(x)]/E
P
[χ(x)].
This implies that an active statistical query can be estimated using two passive statistical queries.
However to estimate EP|χ [φ(x, ℓ)] with tolerance τ one needs to estimate EP [φ(x, ℓ) · χ(x)] with
tolerance τ ·EP [χ(x)] which can be much lower than τ . Tolerance of a SQ directly corresponds to
the number of examples needed to evaluate it and therefore simulating active SQs passively might
require many more examples.
2.1 Simulating Active Statistical Queries
In our model, the algorithm operates via statistical queries. In this section we describe how the
answers to these queries can be simulated from random examples, which immediately implies that
our algorithms can be transformed into active learning algorithms in the usual model [Das11].
We first note that a valid response to a target-independent query with tolerance τ can be
obtained, with probability at least 1− δ, using O(τ−2 log (1/δ)) unlabeled samples.
A natural way of simulating an active SQ is by filtering points drawn randomly from D: draw
a random point x, let B be drawn from Bernoulli distribution with probability of 1 being χ(x); ask
for the label of x when B = 1. The points for which we ask for a label are distributed according
to D|χ. This implies that the empirical average of φ(x, ℓ) on O(τ−2 log (1/δ)) labeled examples will
then give µ. Formally we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let P = (D,ψ) be a distribution over X×{−1, 1}. There exists an active sampling
algorithm that given functions χ : X → [0, 1], φ : X × {−1, 1} → [−1, 1], values τ0 > 0, τ > 0,
δ > 0, and access to samples from P , with probability at least 1 − δ, outputs a valid response to
active statistical query (χ, φ) with tolerance parameters (τ0, τ). The algorithm uses O(τ
−2 log (1/δ))
labeled examples from P and O(τ−10 τ
−2 log (1/δ)) unlabeled samples from D.
Proof. The Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds imply that for some t = O(τ−2 log (1/δ)), the empirical
mean of φ on t examples that are drawn randomly from P|χ will, with probability at least 1− δ/2,
be within τ of EP|χ [φ(x, ℓ)]. We can also assume that ED[χ(x)] ≥ τ0 since any value would be a
valid response to the query when this assumption does not hold. By the standard multiplicative
form of the Chernoff bound we also know that given t0 = O(τ
−1
0 t · log (1/δ)) = O(τ−10 τ−2 log (1/δ)2)
random samples from D, with probability at least 1 − δ/2, at least t of the samples will pass the
filter χ. Therefore with, probability at least 1− δ, we will obtain at least t samples from D filtered
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using χ(x) and labeled examples on these points will give an estimate of EP|χ [φ(x, ℓ)] with tolerance
τ .
This procedure gives log (1/δ)2 dependence on confidence (and not the claimed log (1/δ)). To
get the claimed dependence we can use a standard confidence boosting technique. We run the
above procedure with δ′ = 1/3, k times and let µ1, µ2, . . . , µk denote the results. The simulation
returns the median of µi’s. The Chernoff bound implies that for k = O(log(1/δ)), with probability
at least 1−δ, at least half of the µi’s satisfy the condition
∣∣∣µi −EP|χ [φ(x, ℓ)]
∣∣∣ ≤ τ . In particular, the
median satisfies this condition. The dependence on δ of sample complexity is now as claimed.
We remark that in some cases better sample complexity bounds can be obtained using multi-
plicative forms of the Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds (e.g. [AD98]).
A direct way to simulate all the queries of an active SQ algorithm is to estimate the response
to each query using fresh samples and use the union bound to ensure that, with probability at
least 1 − δ, all queries are answered correctly. Such direct simulation of an algorithm that uses
at most q queries can be done using O(qτ−2 log(q/δ)) labeled examples and O(qτ−10 τ
−2 log (q/δ))
unlabeled samples. However, in many cases a more careful analysis can be used to reduce the sample
complexity of simulation. Labeled examples can be shared to simulate queries that use the same
filter χ and do not depend on each other. This implies that the sample size sufficient for simulating
q non-adaptive queries with the same filter scales logarithmically with q. More generally, given a
set of q query functions (possibly chosen adaptively) which belong to some set Q of low complexity
(such as VC dimension) one can reduce the sample complexity of estimating the answers to all q
queries (with the same filter) by invoking the standard bounds based on uniform convergence (e.g.
[BEHW89, Vap98]).
2.2 Noise tolerance
An important property of the simulation described in Theorem 2.1 is that it can be easily adapted
to the case when the labels are corrupted by random classification noise [AL88]. For a distribution
P = (D,ψ) let P η denote the distribution P with the label flipped with probability η randomly
and independently of an example. It is easy to see that P η = (D, (1 − 2η)ψ). We now show that,
as in the SQ model [Kea98], active statistical queries can be simulated given examples from P η.
Theorem 2.2. Let P = (D,ψ) be a distribution over examples and let η ∈ [0, 1/2) be a noise rate.
There exists an active sampling algorithm that given functions χ : X → [0, 1], φ : X × {−1, 1} →
[−1, 1], values η, τ0 > 0, τ > 0, δ > 0, and access to samples from P η, with probability at
least 1 − δ, outputs a valid response to active statistical query (χ, φ) with tolerance parameters
(τ0, τ). The algorithm uses O(τ
−2(1−2η)−2 log (1/δ)) labeled examples from P η and O(τ−10 τ−2(1−
2η)−2 log (1/δ)) unlabeled samples from D.
Proof. Using a simple observation from [BF02], we first decompose the statistical query φ into two
parts: one that computes a correlation with the label and the other that does not depend on the
label altogether. Namely,
φ(x, ℓ) = φ(x, 1)
1 + ℓ
2
+ φ(x,−1)1 − ℓ
2
=
φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)
2
· ℓ+ φ(x, 1) + φ(x,−1)
2
. (1)
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Clearly, to estimate the value of EP|χ [φ(x, ℓ)] with tolerance τ it is sufficient to estimate the values
of EP|χ [
1
2 (φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)) · ℓ] and EP|χ [12 (φ(x, 1) + φ(x,−1))] with tolerance τ/2. The latter
expression does not depend on the label and, in particular, is not affected by noise. Therefore it
can be estimated as before using P η in place of P . At the same time we can use the independence
of noise to conclude2,
E
P η
|χ
[
1
2
(φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)) · ℓ
]
= (1− 2η) E
P|χ
[
1
2
(φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)) · ℓ
]
.
This means that we can estimate EP|χ [
1
2 (φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)) · ℓ] with tolerance τ/2 by estimating
EP η
|χ
[12(φ(x, 1)−φ(x,−1))·ℓ] with tolerance (1−2η)τ/2 and then multiplying the result by 1/(1−2η).
The estimation of EP η
|χ
[12 (φ(x, 1)− φ(x,−1)) · ℓ] with tolerance (1− 2η)τ/2 can be done exactly as
in Theorem 2.1.
Note that the sample complexity of the resulting active sampling algorithm has information-
theoretically optimal quadratic dependence on 1/(1−2η), where η is the noise rate. Note that RCN
does not affect the unlabelled samples so algorithms which are only label-statistical algorithms can
also be simulated in the presence of RCN.
Remark 2.3. This simulation assumes that η is given to the algorithm exactly. It is easy to see
from the proof, that any value η′ such that 1−2η1−2η′ ∈ [1−τ/4, 1+τ/4] can be used in place of η (with the
tolerance of estimating EP η
|χ
[12 (φ(x, 1)−φ(x,−1)) ·ℓ] set to (1−2η)τ/4). In some learning scenarios
even an approximate value of η is not known but it is known that η ≤ η0 < 1/2. To address this
issue one can construct a sequence η1, . . . , ηk of guesses of η, run the learning algorithm with each
of those guesses in place of the true η and let h1, . . . , hk be the resulting hypotheses [Kea98]. One
can then return the hypothesis hi among those that has the best agreement with a suitably large
sample. It is not hard to see that k = O(τ−1 · log(1/(1− 2η0))) guesses will suffice for this strategy
to work [AD98].
Passive hypothesis testing requires Ω(1/ǫ) labeled examples and might be too expensive to be
used with active learning algorithms. It is unclear if there exists a general approach for dealing with
unknown η in the active learning setting that does not increase substantially the labeled example
complexity. However, as we will demonstrate, in the context of specific active learning algorithms
variants of this approach can be used to solve the problem.
We now show that more general types of noise can be tolerated as long as they are “uncorrelated”
with the queries and the target function. Namely, we represent label noise using a function Λ :
X → [0, 1], where Λ(x) gives the probability that the label of x is flipped. The rate of Λ when
learning with respect to marginal distribution D over X is ED[Λ(x)]. For a distribution P = (D,ψ)
over examples, we denote by PΛ the distribution P corrupted by label noise Λ. It is easy to see
that PΛ = (D,ψ · (1−2Λ)). Intuitively, Λ is “uncorrelated” with a query if the way that Λ deviates
from its rate is almost orthogonal to the query on the target distribution.
2For any function f(x) that does not depend on the label, we have: EPη
|χ
[f(x) · ℓ] = (1 − η)EP|χ [f(x) · ℓ] + η ·
EP|χ [f(x) · (−ℓ)] = (1− 2 · η)EP|χ [f(x) · ℓ]. The first equality follows from the fact that under P
η
|χ, for any given x,
there is a (1 − η) chance that the label is the same as under P|χ, and an η chance that the label is the negation of
the label obtained from P|χ.
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Definition 2.4. Let P = (D,ψ) be a distribution over examples and τ ′ > 0. For functions
χ : X → [0, 1], φ : X × {−1, 1} → [−1, 1], we say that a noise function Λ : X → [0, 1] is (η, τ ′)-
uncorrelated with φ and χ over P if,
∣∣∣∣∣ ED|χ
[
φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)
2
ψ(x) · (1− 2(Λ(x)− η))
]∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ ′ .
In this definition (1 − 2(Λ(x) − η)) is the expectation of {−1, 1} coin that is flipped with
probability Λ(x)− η, whereas (φ(x, 1)− φ(x,−1))ψ(x) is the part of the query which measures the
correlation with the label. We now give an analogue of Theorem 2.2 for this more general setting.
Theorem 2.5. Let P = (D,ψ) be a distribution over examples, χ : X → [0, 1], φ : X × {−1, 1} →
[−1, 1] be a query and a filter functions, η ∈ [0, 1/2), τ > 0 and Λ be a noise function that is
(η, (1 − 2η)τ/4)-uncorrelated with φ and χ over P . There exists an active sampling algorithm that
given functions χ and φ, values η, τ0 > 0, τ > 0, δ > 0, and access to samples from P
Λ, with
probability at least 1 − δ, outputs a valid response to active statistical query (χ, φ) with tolerance
parameters (τ0, τ). The algorithm uses O(τ
−2(1 − 2η)−2 log (1/δ)) labeled examples from PΛ and
O(τ−10 τ
−2(1− 2η)−2 log (1/δ)) unlabeled samples from D.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we note that it is sufficient to estimate the value of
λ , E
P|χ
[
1
2
(φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)) · ℓ
]
= E
D|χ
[
φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)
2
ψ(x)
]
within tolerance τ/2 (since EP|χ [
1
2(φ(x, 1) + φ(x,−1))] does not depend on the label and can be
estimated as before). Now
E
PΛ
|χ
[
φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)
2
· ℓ
]
= E
D|χ
[
φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)
2
· ψ(x) · (1− 2Λ(x))
]
= (1− 2η) E
D|χ
[
φ(x, 1)− φ(x,−1)
2
ψ(x)
]
+ E
D|χ
[
φ(x, 1) − φ(x,−1)
2
ψ(x)(1 − 2(Λ(x) − η))
]
= (1− 2η) E
D|χ
[
φ(x, 1)− φ(x,−1)
2
ψ(x)
]
+ τ ′ = (1− 2η)λ + τ ′,
where |τ ′| ≤ (1− 2η)τ/4, since Λ is (η, (1 − 2η)τ/4)-uncorrelated with φ and χ over P .
This means that we can estimate EP|χ [
1
2(φ(x, 1)−φ(x,−1)) ·ℓ] with tolerance τ/2 by estimating
EPΛ
|χ
[12(φ(x, 1)−φ(x,−1))·ℓ] with tolerance (1−2η)τ/4 and then multiplying the result by 1/(1−2η).
The estimation of EPΛ
|χ
[12 (φ(x, 1)− φ(x,−1)) · ℓ] with tolerance (1− 2η)τ/4 can be done exactly as
in Theorem 2.1.
An immediate implication of Theorem 2.5 is that one can simulate an active SQ algorithm A
using examples corrupted by noise Λ as long as Λ is (η, (1 − 2η)τ/4)-uncorrelated with all A’s
queries of tolerance τ for some fixed η.
Clearly, random classification noise of rate η has function Λ(x) = η for all x ∈ X. It is therefore
(η, 0)-uncorrelated with any query over any distribution. Another simple type of noise that is
uncorrelated with most queries over most distributions is the one where noise function is chosen
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randomly so that for every point x the noise rate Λ(x) is chosen randomly and independently from
some distribution with expectation η (not necessarily the same for all points). For any fixed query
and target distribution, the expected correlation is 0. If the probability mass of every single point
of the domain is small enough compared to (the inverse of the logarithm of) the size of space
of queries and target distributions then standard concentration inequalities will imply that the
correlation will be small with high probability.
We would like to note that the noise models considered here are not directly comparable to the
well-studied Tsybakov’s and Massart’s noise conditions [BBL05]. However, it appears that from a
computational point of view our noise model is significantly more benign than these conditions as
they do not impose any structure on the noise and only limit the rate.
2.3 Simple examples
Thresholds: We show that a classic example of active learning a threshold function on an interval
can be easily expressed using active SQs. For simplicity and without loss of generality we can assume
that the interval is [0, 1] and the distribution is uniform over it. 3 Assume that we know that the
threshold θ belongs to the interval [a, b] ⊆ [0, 1]. We ask a query φ(x, ℓ) = (ℓ+1)/2 with filter χ(x)
which is the indicator function of the interval [a, b] with tolerance 1/4 and filter tolerance b − a.
Let v be the response to the query. By definition, E[χ(x)] = b − a and therefore we have that
|v −E[φ(x, ℓ) | x ∈ [a, b]]| ≤ 1/4. Note that,
E[φ(x, ℓ) | x ∈ [a, b]] = (b− θ)/(b− a) .
We can therefore conclude that (b− θ)/(b− a) ∈ [v − 1/4, v + 1/4] which means that θ ∈ [b− (v +
1/4)(b−a), b−(v−1/4)(b−a)]∩[a, b]. Note that the length of this interval is at most (b−a)/2. This
means that after at most log2(1/ǫ) + 1 iterations we will reach an interval [a, b] of length at most
ǫ. In each iteration only constant 1/4 tolerance is necessary and filter tolerance is never below ǫ.
A direct simulation of this algorithm can be done using log(1/ǫ) · log(log(1/ǫ)/δ) labeled examples
and O˜(1/ǫ) · log(1/δ) unlabeled samples.
Axis-aligned rectangles: Next we show that learning of thresholds can be used to obtain a
simple algorithm for learning axis-aligned rectangles whose weight under the target distribution is
not too small. Namely, we assume that the target function satisfies that ED[f(x)] ≥ β. In the one
dimensional case, we just need to learn an interval. After scaling the distribution to be uniform on
[0, 1] we know that the target interval [θ1, θ2] has length at least β. We first need to find a point
inside that interval. To do this we consider the 2/β intervals [(i − 1)β/2, iβ/2] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2/β.
At least one of these intervals in fully included in [θ1, θ2]. Hence using an active statistical query
with query function φ(x, ℓ) = (ℓ+ 1)/2 conditioned on being in interval [(i− 1)β/2, iβ/2] for each
1 ≤ i ≤ 2/β and with tolerance 1/4 we are guaranteed to find an interval for which the answer
is at least 3/4. The midpoint of any interval for which the answer to the query is at least 3/4
must be inside the target interval. Let the midpoint be a. We can now use two binary searches
with accuracy ǫ/2 to find the lower and upper endpoints of the target interval in the intervals
[0, a] and [a, 1], respectively. This will require 2/β + log2(2/ǫ) active SQs of tolerance 1/4. As
usual, the d-dimensional axis-aligned rectangles can be reduced to d interval learning problems
3As usual, we can bring the distribution to be close enough to this form using unlabeled samples or O(b/ǫ)
target-independent queries, where b is the number of bits needed to represent our examples.
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with error ǫ/d [KV94]. This gives an active statistical algorithm using 2d/β + log2(2d/ǫ) active
SQs of tolerance 1/4 and filter tolerance ≥ min{β/2, ǫ/2}.
A2 : We now note that the general and well-studied A2 algorithm of [BBL06] falls naturally into
our framework. At a high level, the A2 algorithm is an iterative, disagreement-based active learning
algorithm. It maintains a set of surviving classifiers Ci ⊆ C, and in each round the algorithm
asks for the labels of a few random points that fall in the current region of disagreement of the
surviving classifiers. Formally, the region of disagreement DIS(Ci) of a set of classifiers Ci is the of
set of instances x such that for each x ∈ DIS(Ci) there exist two classifiers f, g ∈ Ci that disagree
about the label of x. Based on the queried labels, the algorithm then eliminates hypotheses that
were still under consideration, but only if it is statistically confident (given the labels queried in
the last round) that they are suboptimal. In essence, in each round A2 only needs to estimate
the error rates (of hypotheses still under consideration) under the conditional distribution of being
in the region of disagreement. The key point is that this can be easily done via active statistical
queries. Note that while the number of active statistical queries needed to do this could be large,
the number of labeled examples needed to simulate these queries is essentially the same as the
number of labeled examples needed by the known A2 analyses [Han07, Han]. While in general the
required computation of the disagreement region and manipulations of the hypothesis space cannot
be done efficiently, efficient implementation is possible in a number of simple cases such as when
the VC dimension of the concept class is a constant. It is not hard to see that in these cases the
implementation can also be done using a statistical algorithm.
3 Learning halfspaces with respect to log-concave distributions
In this section we present a reduction from active learning to passive learning of homogeneous
linear separators under log-concave distributions. Combining it with the SQ algorithm for learning
halfspaces in the passive learning setting due to Dunagan and Vempala [DV04], we obtain the
first efficient noise-tolerant active learning of homogeneous halfspaces for any isotropic log-concave
distribution.
Our reduction proceeds in rounds; in round t we build a better approximation wt to the target
function by using the passive SQ learning algorithm [DV04] over a distribution Dt that is a mixture
of distributions in which each component is the original distribution conditioned on being within a
certain distance from the hyperplane defined by previous approximations wi. To perform passive
statistical queries relative to Dt we use active SQs with a corresponding real valued filter. Our
analysis builds on the analysis of the margin-based algorithms due to [BBZ07, BL13]. However,
note that in the standard margin-based analysis only points close to the current hypothesis wt are
queried in round t. As a result the analysis of our algorithm is somewhat different from that in
earlier work [BBZ07, BL13].
3.1 Preliminaries
For a unit vector v ∈ Rd we denote by hv(x) the function defined by the homogenous hyperplane
orthogonal to v, that is hv(x) = sign(〈v, x〉). Let Hd denote the concept class of all homogeneous
halfspaces.
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Definition 3.1. A distribution over Rd is log-concave if log f(·) is concave, where f is its associated
density function. It is isotropic if its mean is the origin and its covariance matrix is the identity.
Log-concave distributions form a broad class of distributions: for example, the Gaussian, Lo-
gistic, Exponential, and uniform distribution over any convex set are log-concave distributions.
Next, we state several simple properties of log-concave densities from [LV07].
Lemma 3.2. There exists a constant cm such that for any isotropic log-concave distribution D on
R
d, every unit vector v and a ∈ [0, 1],
cma ≤ Pr
D
[x · v ∈ [−a, a]] ≤ 2a.
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant c such that for any isotropic log-concave D on Rd and any
two unit vectors u and v in Rd we have cθ(u, v) ≤ ED[hu(x) 6= hv(x)], where θ(u, v) denotes the
angle between u and v.
For our applications the key property of log-concave densities proved in [BL13] is given in the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. For any constant c1 > 0, there exists a constant c2 > 0 such that the following holds.
Let u and v be two unit vectors in Rd, and assume that θ(u, v) = α < π/2. Assume that D is
isotropic log-concave in Rd. Then
Pr
D
[hu(x) 6= hv(x) and |v · x| ≥ c2α] ≤ c1α. (2)
We now state the passive SQ algorithm for learning halfspaces which will be the basis of our
active SQ algorithm.
Theorem 3.5. There exists a SQ algorithm LearnHS that learns Hd to accuracy 1 − ǫ over any
distribution D|χ, where D is an isotropic log-concave distribution and χ : Rd → [0, 1] is a filter
function. Further LearnHS outputs a homogeneous halfspace, runs in time polynomial in d,1/ǫ and
log(1/λ) and uses SQs of tolerance ≥ 1/poly(d, 1/ǫ, log(1/λ)), where λ = ED[χ(x)].
We use the Dunagan-Vempala algorithm for learning halfspaces to prove this algorithm [DV04].
The bounds on the complexity of the algorithm follow easily from the properties of log-concave
distributions. Further details of the analysis and related discussion appear in Appendix A.
3.2 Active learning algorithm
Theorem 3.6. There exists an active SQ algorithm ActiveLearnHS-LogC (Algorithm 1) that
for any isotropic log-concave distribution D on Rd, learns Hd over D to accuracy 1 − ǫ in time
poly(d, log(1/ǫ)) and using active SQs of tolerance ≥ 1/poly(d, log(1/ǫ)) and filter tolerance Ω(ǫ).
Proof. Let c be the constant given by Lemma 3.3 and let C1 be the constant c2 given by Lemma
3.4 when c1 = c/16. Let C2 = c/(8C1) and C3 = cm ·C2 · c. For every k ≤ s = ⌈log2(1/(cǫ))⌉ define
bk = C1/2
k. Let hw denote the target halfspace and for any unit vector v and distribution D
′ we
define errD′(v) = PrD′ [hw(x) 6= hv(x)].
We define w0, w1, . . . , ws via the iterative process described in Algorithm 1. Note that active
SQs are used to allow us to execute LearnHS on Dk. That is a SQ φ of tolerance τ asked by LearnHS
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Algorithm 1 ActiveLearnHS-LogC: Active SQ learning of homogeneous halfspaces over isotropic
log-concave densities
1: %% Constants c, C1, C2 and C3 are determined by the analysis.
2: Run LearnHS with error C2 to obtain w0.
3: for k = 1 to s = ⌈log2(1/(cǫ))⌉ do
4: Let bk−1 = C1/2k−1
5: Let µk equal the indicator function of being within margin bk−1 of wk−1
6: Let χk = (
∑
i≤k µi)/k
7: Run LearnHS over Dk = D|χk with error C2/k by using active queries with filter χk and filter
tolerance C3ǫ to obtain wk
8: end for
9: return ws
(relative to Dk) is replaced with an active SQ (χk, φ) of tolerance (C3ǫ, τ). The response to the
active SQ is a valid response to the query of LearnHS as long as ED[χk] ≥ C3ǫ. We will prove that
this condition indeed holds later. We now prove by induction on k that after k ≤ s iterations, we
have that every wˆ such that errD|µi (wˆ) ≤ C2 for all i ≤ k satisfies errD(wˆ) ≤ c/2k. In addition, wk
satisfies this condition.
The case k = 0 follows from the properties of LearnHS(without loss of generality C2 ≤ c).
Assume now that the claim is true for k − 1 (k ≥ 1). Let S1k = {x : |wk−1 · x| ≤ bk−1} and
S2k = {x : |wk−1 · x| > bk−1}. Note that µk−1 is defined to be the indicator function of S1k . By the
inductive hypothesis we know that errD(wk−1) ≤ c/2k−1.
Consider an arbitrary separator wˆ that satisfies errD|µi (wˆ) ≤ C2 for all i ≤ k. By the induc-
tive hypothesis, we know that errD(wˆ) ≤ c/2k−1. By Lemma 3.3 we have θ(wˆ, w) ≤ 2−k+1 and
θ(wk−1, w) ≤ 2−k+1. This implies θ(wk−1, wˆ) ≤ 2−k+2. By our choice of C1 and Lemma 3.4, we
obtain:
Pr
D
[
sign(wk−1 · x) 6= sign(wˆ · x), x ∈ S2k
] ≤ c2−k/4
Pr
D
[
sign(wk−1 · x) 6= sign(w · x), x ∈ S2k
] ≤ c2−k/4.
Therefore,
Pr
D
[
sign(wˆ · x) 6= sign(w · x), x ∈ S2k
] ≤ c2−k/2. (3)
By the inductive hypothesis, we also have:
errD|µk
(wˆ) = Pr
D
[
sign(wˆ · x) 6= sign(w · x) | x ∈ S1k
] ≤ C2.
The set S1k consists of points x such that x · wk−1 fall into interval [−bk−1, bk−1]. By Lemma 3.2,
this implies that PrD[x ∈ S1k] ≤ 2bk−1 and therefore,
Pr
D
[
sign(wˆ · x) 6= sign(w · x), x ∈ S1k
]
= Pr
D
[
sign(wˆ · x) 6= sign(w · x) | x ∈ S1k
] ·Pr
D
[
x ∈ S1k
]
≤ 2C2 · bk−1 = c2−k/2. (4)
Now by combining eq. (3) and eq. (4) we get that errD(wˆ) ≤ c/2k as necessary to establish the
first part of the inductive hypothesis. By the properties of LearnHS, errDk(wk) ≤ C2/k. By the
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definition of χk,
errDk(wk) =
1
k
∑
i≤k
errD|µi
(wk).
This implies that for every i ≤ k, errD|µi (wk) ≤ C2, establishing the second part of the inductive
hypothesis.
Inductive hypothesis immediately implies that errD(ws) ≤ ǫ. Therefore to finish the proof we
only need to establish the bound on running time and query complexity of the algorithm. To
establish the lower bound on filter tolerance we observe that by Lemma 3.2, for every k ≤ s,
E
D
[µk] ≥ cm · bk−1 = cm · C2/2k−1 ≥ cm · C2 · c · ǫ.
This implies that for every k ≤ s,
E
D
[χk] =
1
k
∑
i≤k
E
D
[µi] = Ω(ǫ).
Each execution of LearnHS is with error C2/k = Ω(1/ log(1/ǫ)) and there are at most O(log(1/ǫ))
such executions. Now by Theorem A this implies that the total running time, number of queries
and the inverse of query tolerance are upper-bounded by a polynomial in d and log(1/ǫ).
We remark that, as usual, we can first bring the distribution to an isotropic position by using tar-
get independent queries to estimate the mean and the covariance matrix of the distribution [LV07].
Therefore our algorithm can be used to learn halfspaces over general log-concave densities as long
as the target halfspace passes through the mean of the density.
We can now apply Theorem 2.2 (or more generally Theorem 2.5) to obtain an efficient active
learning algorithm for homogeneous halfspaces over log-concave densities in the presence of random
classification noise of known rate. Further since our algorithm relies on LearnHS which can also be
simulated when the noise rate is unknown (see Remark 2.3) we obtain an active algorithm which
does not require the knowledge of the noise rate.
Corollary 3.7. There exists a polynomial-time active learning algorithm that for any η ∈ [0, 1/2),
learns Hd over any log-concave distributions with random classification noise of rate η to error ǫ
using poly(d, log(1/ǫ), 1/(1 − 2η)) labeled examples and a polynomial number of unlabeled samples.
4 Learning halfspaces over the uniform distribution
The algorithm presented in Section 3 relies on the relatively involved and computationally costly
algorithm of Dunagan and Vempala [DV04] for learning halfspaces over general distributions. Sim-
ilarly, other active learning algorithms for halfspaces often rely on the computationally costly linear
program solving [BBZ07, BL13]. For the special case of the uniform distribution on the unit sphere
we now give a substantially simpler and more efficient algorithm in terms of both sample and
computational complexity. This setting was studied in [BBZ07, DKM09].
We remark that the uniform distribution over the unit sphere is not log-concave and therefore, in
general, an algorithm for the isotropic log-concave case might not imply an algorithm for the uniform
distribution over the unit sphere. However a more careful look at the known active algorithms
for the isotropic log-concave case [BBZ07, BL13] and at the algorithms in this work shows that
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minimization of error is performed over homogeneous halfspaces. For any homogeneous halfspace
hv, any x ∈ Rd and α > 0, hv(x) = hv(αx). This implies that for algorithms optimizing the
error over homogenous halfspaces any two spherically symmetric distributions are equivalent. In
particular, the uniform distribution over the sphere is equivalent to the uniform distribution over
the unit ball – an isotropic and log-concave distribution.
For a dimension d let X = Sd−1 or the unit sphere in d dimensions. Let Ud denote the uniform
distribution over Sd−1. Unless specified otherwise, in this section all probabilities and expectations
are relative to Ud. We would also like to mention explicitly the following trivial lemma relating the
accuracy of an estimate of f(α) to the accuracy of an estimate of α.
Lemma 4.1. Let f : R → R be a differentiable function and let α and α˜ be any values in some
interval [a, b]. Then
|f(α)− f(α˜)| ≤ |α− α˜| · sup
β∈[a,b]
|f ′(β)| .
The lemma follows directly from the mean value theorem. Also note that given an estimate
α˜ for α ∈ [a, b] we can always assume that α˜ ∈ [a, b] since otherwise α˜ can be replaced with the
closest point in [a, b] which will be at least as close to α as α˜.
We start with an outline of a non-active and simpler version of the algorithm that demonstrates
one of the ideas of the active SQ algorithm. To the best of our knowledge the algorithm we present
is also the simplest and most efficient (passive) SQ algorithm for the problem. A less efficient
algorithm is given in [KVV10].
4.1 Learning using (passive) SQs
Let w denote the normal vector of the target hyperplane and let v be any unit vector. Instead of
arguing about the disagreement between hw and hv directly we will use the (Euclidean) distance
between v and w as a proxy for disagreement. It is easy to see that, up to a small constant factor,
this distance behaves like disagreement.
Lemma 4.2. For any unit vectors v and w,
1. Error is upper bounded by half the distance: Pr[hv(x) 6= hw(x)] ≤ ‖w − v‖/2;
2. To estimate distance it is sufficient to estimate error: for every value α ∈ [0, 1],
|‖w − v‖ − 2 sin(πα/2)| ≤ π |Pr[hv(x) 6= hw(x)]− α| .
Proof. The angle between v and w equals γ = πPr[hv(x) 6= hw(x)]. Hence
‖w − v‖ = 2 sin(πγ/2) = 2 sin(πPr[hv(x) 6= hw(x)]/2)
and Pr[hv(x) 6= hw(x)] = 2 arcsin(‖w−v‖/2)/π. The first claim follows by observing that 2 arcsin(x/2)πx
is a monotone function in [0, 2] and equals 1/2 when x = 2.
The derivative of 2 sin(πx/2) equals at most π in absolute value and therefore the second claim
follows from Lemma 4.1.
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The main idea of our algorithm is as follows. Given a current hypothesis represented by its
normal vector v, we estimate the distance from the target vector w to v perturbed in the direction
of each the d basis vectors. By combining the distance measurements in these directions we can
find an estimate of w. Specifically, let {x1, x2, . . . , xd} be the unit vectors of the standard basis.
Let vi = (v + βxi)/‖v + βxi‖ for some β ∈ (0, 1/2]. Then the distance from w to vi can be used to
(approximately) find w · xi. Namely, we rely on the following simple lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let u, v and w be any unit vectors and β ∈ (0, 1/2]. Then for v′ = (v+βu)/‖v+βu‖
it holds that
〈u,w〉 = ‖v + βu‖(2− ‖v
′ − w‖2)− 2 + ‖v − w‖2
2β
.
Proof. By definition, 〈v′, w〉 = (〈v,w〉 + β〈u,w〉)/‖v + βu‖ and therefore
〈u,w〉 = ‖v + βu‖〈v
′, w〉 − 〈v,w〉
β
. (5)
For every pair of unit vectors u and u′, 〈u, u′〉 = ‖u‖2+‖u′‖2−‖u−u′‖22 = 1−‖u−u′‖2/2 and therefore,
we get that 〈v,w〉 = 1− ‖w − v‖2/2 and 〈v′, w〉 = 1− ‖w − v′‖2/2. Substituting those into eq. (5)
gives the claim.
Using approximate values of 〈xi, w〉 for all i ∈ [d] one can easily approximate w. Our (non-
active) SQ learning algorithm provides a simple example of how such reconstruction can be used
for learning.
Theorem 4.4. There exists a polynomial time SQ algorithm LearnHS-U that learns Hd over Ud
using d+ 1 statistical queries each of tolerance Ω(ǫ/
√
d).
Proof. Let v be any unit vector (e.g. x1) and for i ∈ [d], define vi = (v + xi/2)/‖v + xi/2‖ (that
is β = 1/2). Let hw denote the unknown target halfspace. For every v
i, we ask a statistical query
with tolerance ǫ/(10 ·π
√
d) to obtain αi such that |Pr[hvi 6= hw]−αi| ≤ ǫ/(10 ·π
√
d) and similarly
get α such that |Pr[hv 6= hw]− α| ≤ ǫ/(10 · π
√
d).
We define γ = 1− (2 sin(πα/2))2/2 and for every i ∈ [d],
γi = ‖v + xi/2‖(2 − (2 sin(παi/2))2)− 2γ .
By Lemma 4.2(2), we get that |‖v − w‖ − 2 sin(πα/2)| ≤ ǫ/(10
√
d). Clearly ‖v − w‖ ≤ 2 and
therefore, by Lemma 4.1,
|γ − 〈v,w〉| = |(2 sin(πα/2))2 − ‖v − w‖2|/2 ≤ 4 · |(2 sin(πα/2)) − ‖v − w‖|/2 ≤ ǫ/(5
√
d).
Note that ‖v + xi/2‖ ≤ 3/2 and therefore, by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.1
∣∣γi − 〈xi, w〉∣∣ ≤ 3
2
· 4 · ǫ/(10
√
d) + 2ǫ/(5
√
d) = ǫ/
√
d .
Now let
w′ =
∑
i∈[d]
γix
i .
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Parseval’s identity implies that
‖w − w′‖2 =
∑
i∈[d]
|γi − 〈xi, w〉|2 ≤ d · ǫ
2
d
= ǫ2 .
Let w∗ = w′/‖w′‖. Clearly, ‖w∗ − w′‖ ≤ ‖w − w′‖ ≤ ǫ and therefore, by triangle inequality,
‖w∗ − w‖ ≤ 2ǫ. By Lemma 4.2(1) this implies that Pr[hw∗ 6= hw] ≤ ǫ. It is easy to see that this
algorithm uses d+ 1 statistical queries of tolerance Ω(ǫ/
√
d) and runs in time linear in d.
Remark 4.5. It is not hard to see that an even simpler way to find each of the coordinates of w
is by measuring the error of each of the standard basis vectors themselves and using the fact that
〈w, xi〉 = cos(π · Pr[hxi 6= hw]). The variant we presented in Theorem 4.4 is more useful as a
warm-up for the analysis of the active version of the algorithm.
4.2 Active Learning of Halfspaces over Ud
Our active SQ learning algorithm is based on two main ideas. First, as in Theorem 4.4, we
rely on measuring the error of hypotheses which are perturbations of the current hypothesis in
the direction of each of the basis vectors. We then combine the measurements to obtain a new
hypothesis. Second, as in previous active learning algorithms for the problem [DKM09, BBZ07],
we only use labeled examples which are within a certain margin of the current hypothesis. The
margin we use to filter the examples is a function of the current error rate. It is implicit in previous
work [DKM09, BBZ07, BL13] that for an appropriate choice of margin, a constant fraction of the
error region is within the margin while the total probability of a point being within the margin is
linear in the error of the current hypothesis. Together these conditions allow approximating the
error of a hypothesis using tolerance that has no dependence on ǫ.
We start by computing the error of a hypothesis v whose distance from the target w is ∆
conditioned on being within margin γ of v. Let Ad−1 denote the surface area of Sd−1. First, the
surface area within margin γ of any homogenous halfspace v is
2
∫ γ
0
Ad−2(1− r2)(d−2)/2 · 1√
1− r2dr = 2 · Ad−2
∫ γ
0
(1− r2)(d−3)/2dr. (6)
We now observe that for any v and w such that ‖v−w‖ = ∆, Pr[hv(x) 6= hw(x) | |〈v, x〉| ≤ γ] is a
function that depends only on ∆ and γ.
Lemma 4.6. For any v,w ∈ Sd−1 such that ‖v − w‖ = ∆ ≤
√
2 and γ > 0,
Pr[hv(x) 6= hw(x) | |〈v, x〉| ≤ γ] =
Ad−3
∫ γ
0 (1− r2)(d−3)/2
∫ 1
r·
√
2−∆2
∆·
√
1−r2
(1− s2)(d−4)/2ds · dr
Ad−2
∫ γ
0 (1− r2)(d−3)/2dr
.
We denote the probability by cpd(γ,∆).
The proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix B.
The analysis of our algorithm is based on relating the effect that the change in distance of a
hypothesis has on the conditional probability of error. This effect can be easily expressed using
the derivative of the conditional probability as a function of the distance. Specifically we prove the
following lower bound on the derivative (the proof can be found in Appendix B).
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Lemma 4.7. For ∆ ≤ √2, any d ≥ 4, and γ ≥ ∆/(2√d), ∂∆cpd(γ,∆) ≥ 1/(56γ ·
√
d).
An important corollary of Lemma 4.7 is that given a hypothesis hv and ∆, such that ‖v−w‖ ≤ ∆
we can estimate ‖v−w‖ to accuracy ρ using an active statistical query with query tolerance Ω(ρ/∆).
Specifically:
Lemma 4.8. Let hw be the target hypothesis. There is an algorithm MeasureDistance(v, ρ,∆
′)
that given a unit vector v and ρ > 0 and ∆′ such that ‖v − w‖ ≤ ∆′, outputs a value ∆˜ satisfying
|‖v−w‖− ∆˜| ≤ ρ. The algorithm asks a single active SQ with filter tolerance τ0 = Ω(∆′) and query
tolerance of τ = Ω(ρ/∆′) and runs in time poly(log(1/(∆ρ))).
Proof. Let γ = ∆′/(2
√
d). This implies that γ ≥ ‖v − w‖/(2
√
d). Lemma 4.7 together with the
mean value theorem imply that if ∆1,∆2 ≤ ∆′ and ∆1 −∆2 ≥ ρ then for some ∆ˆ ∈ [∆1,∆2],
cpd(γ,∆1)− cpd(γ,∆2) = ρ · ∂∆cpd(γ, ∆ˆ) ≥ ρ/(56γ
√
d) = ρ/(28∆′) . (7)
This implies that in order to estimate ‖v − w‖ to within tolerance ρ it is sufficient to estimate
cpd(γ, ‖v − w‖) to within ρ/(28∆′). To see this note that an estimate of cpd(γ, ‖v − w‖) within
ρ/(28∆′) is a value µ such that |µ−cpd(γ, ‖v−w‖)| ≤ ρ/(28∆′). Let ∆˜ be such that cpd(γ, ∆˜) = µ.
Note that Lemma 4.6 does not give an explicit mapping from cpd(γ,∆) to ∆. But cpd(γ,∆) is
a monotone function of ∆ and can be computed efficiently given ∆. Therefore we can efficiently
invert cpd(γ,∆) using a simple binary search. This computation will give us a value ∆˜ such
that |cpd(γ, ∆˜) − cpd(γ, ‖v − w‖)| ≤ ρ/(28∆′). Using this together with eq. (7), we obtain that
|∆˜− ‖v − w‖| ≤ ρ.
Let “|〈v, x〉| ≤ γ” denote the function (of x) that outputs 1 when the condition is satisfied
and 0 otherwise. By definition, cpd(γ, ‖v − w‖) can be estimated to within ρ/(28∆′) using an
active SQ (“|〈v, x〉| ≤ γ”;hv(x) · ℓ) with query tolerance of τ = ρ/(28∆′) and filter tolerance of
τ0 = ∆
′/8 ≤ PrUd [|〈v, x〉| ≤ γ] (for example see [DKM09]).
We can now use the estimates of distance of a vector to w (the normal vector of the target
hyperplane) and Lemma 4.3 to obtain a vector which is close to w. We perform this iteratively
until we obtain a vector v giving a hypothesis with error of at most ǫ.
Theorem 4.9. There exists an active statistical algorithm ActiveLearnHS-U that learns Hd over
Ud to accuracy 1− ǫ, uses (d+1) log(1/ǫ) active SQs with tolerance of Ω(1/
√
d) and filter tolerance
of Ω(1/ǫ) and runs in time d · poly(log (d/ǫ)).
Proof. Our algorithm works by finding a vector v that is at distance of at most 2ǫ from the normal
vector of the target hyperplane which be denote by w. We do this via an iterative process such
that at step t we construct a vector ut, satisfying ‖w − ut‖ ≤ 2−t. In step 1 we construct a vector
u1 such that ‖u1 − w‖ ≤ 1/2 by using the (non-active) algorithm LearnHS-U (Theorem 4.4) with
error parameter of ǫ′ = 1/(2π). By Lemma 4.2(2) we get that Pr[hw 6= hu1 ] ≤ 1/(2π) implies that
‖u1 − w‖ ≤ 1/2.
Now given a vector v = ut such that ‖w − v‖ ≤ 2−t we construct a unit vector v∗ such that
‖w − v∗‖ ≤ 2−t−1 and set ut+1 = v∗. Clearly, for w∗ = u⌈log (1/ǫ)⌉−1 we will get ‖w −w∗‖ ≤ 2ǫ and
hence, by Lemma 4.2, Pr[hw 6= hw∗ ] ≤ ǫ.
Let ∆′ = 2−t, β = 2−t and define vi = (v + βxi)/‖v + βxi‖. For every vi, we know that
‖v−vi‖ ≤ β = ∆′, this means ‖w−vi‖ ≤ 2∆′. We use MeasureDistance (Lemma 4.8) for v, distance
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Algorithm 2 ActiveLearnHS-U:Active SQ Learning of Homogeneous Halfspaces over the Uniform
Distribution
1: Run LearnHS-U with parameter error ǫ′ = 1/(2π) to obtain u1
2: for t = 1 to ⌈log(1/ǫ)⌉ − 2 do
3: Set α =MeasureDistance(ut, 1
8·2t
√
d
, 2−t)
4: for i = 1 to d do
5: Set vi = (v + 2−txi)/‖v + 2−txi‖
6: Set αi =MeasureDistance(v
i, 1
24·2t√d , 2
−t+1)
7: Set γi = 2
t−1(‖v + 2−txi‖(2− α2i )− 2 + α2)
8: end for
9: Set v′ =
∑
i∈[d] γix
i
10: Set ut+1 = v′/‖v′‖
11: end for
12: return u⌈log(1/ǫ)⌉−1.
bound ∆′ and accuracy parameter ρ = ∆′/(8
√
d) to obtain α such that |‖v−w‖ −α| ≤ ∆′/(8√d).
Similarly, for each i ∈ [d] we use MeasureDistance for vi, distance bound 2∆′ and parameter
ρ = ∆′/(24
√
d) to obtain αi such that |‖vi − w‖ − αi| ≤ ∆′/(24
√
d).
For i ∈ [d], we define
γi =
‖v + βxi‖(2 − α2i )− 2 + α2
2β
.
We view γi as a function of α and αi and observe that for α ∈ [0,∆′],
|∂αγi| =
∣∣∣∣αβ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
and for αi ∈ [0, 2∆′],
|∂αiγi| =
∣∣∣∣−‖v + βx
i‖αi
β
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2‖v + βxi‖ ≤ 3 .
Therefore, by Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.1,
∣∣γi − 〈xi, w〉∣∣ ≤ 3 ·∆′/(24√d) + ∆′/(8√d) = ∆′/(4√d) .
Now let
v′ =
∑
i∈[d]
γix
i .
Parseval’s identity implies that
‖w − v′‖2 =
∑
i∈[d]
|γi − 〈xi, w〉|2 ≤ d ·∆′2/(16d) = ∆′2/16 .
Let v∗ = v′/‖v′‖. Clearly, ‖v∗ − v′‖ ≤ ‖w − v′‖ ≤ ∆′/4 and therefore, by triangle inequality,
‖v∗ − w‖ ≤ ∆′/2 = 2−t−1.
All that is left to prove are the claimed bounds on active SQs used in this algorithm and its
running time. First note that each step uses d + 1 active SQs and there are at most log(1/ǫ)
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steps. By Lemma 4.8 the tolerance of each query at step t is Ω((∆′/
√
d)/∆′) = Ω(1/
√
d) and filter
tolerance is Ω(2−t) = Ω(ǫ). Lemma 4.8 together with the bound on the number of stages also imply
the claimed running time bound.
An immediate corollary of Theorems 4.9 and 2.2 is an active learning algorithm for Hd that
works in the presence of random classification noise.
Corollary 4.10. There exists a polynomial-time active learning algorithm that given any η ∈
[0, 1/2), learns Hd over Ud with random classification noise of rate η to error ǫ using O((1 −
2η)−2 ·d2 log(1/ǫ) log(d log(1/ǫ))) labeled examples and O((1−2η)−2 ·d2 ·ǫ−1 log(1/ǫ) log(d log(1/ǫ)))
unlabeled samples.
4.3 Learning with unknown noise rate
One limitation of Corr. 4.10 is that the simulation requires knowing the noise rate η. We show that
this limitation can be overcome by giving a procedure that approximately finds the noise rate which
can then be used in the simulation of ActiveLearnHS-U. The idea for estimating the noise rate is to
measure the agreement rate of random halfspaces with the target halfspace. The agreement rate of
a fixed halfspace is a linear function of the noise rate and therefore by comparing the distribution
of agreement rates in the presence of noise to the distribution of agreement rates in the noiseless
case we can factor out the noise rate.
Lemma 4.11. There is an algorithm B that for every unit vector w and values η ∈ [0, 1/2),
τ, δ ∈ (0, 1), given τ, δ and access to random examples from distribution P η = (Ud, (1−2η)hw) will,
with probability at least 1− δ, output a value η′ such that 1−2η1−2η′ ∈ [1− τ, 1 + τ ]. Further, B runs in
time polynomial in d, 1/τ, 1/(1− 2η) and log(1/δ) and uses O(dτ−2(1− 2η)−2 · log(d/((1− 2η)τδ)))
random examples.
Proof. We consider the expected correlation of a randomly chosen halfspace with some fixed un-
known halfspace hu. Namely let
ν = E
v∼Ud
[| E
x∼Ud
[hu(x) · hv(x)]|].
Spherical symmetry implies that ν does not depend on u. First note that
E
x∼Ud
[hu(x) · hv(x)] = 2 arcsin(〈u, v〉)/π ≥ 2〈u, v〉/π .
A well-known fact is that for a randomly and uniformly chosen unit vector v, with probability at
least 1/8, 〈u, v〉 ≥ 1/
√
d. This implies that with probability at least 1/8, Ex∼Ud[hu(x) · hv(x)] ≥
2/(π
√
d) and hence ν ≥ c/
√
d for some fixed constant c. Henceforth we can assume that ν is known
exactly (as it is easy to estimate the necessary integral with the accuracy sufficient for our use).
At the same time we know that
E
P η
[ℓ · hv(x)] = (1− 2η) E
Ud
[hw(x) · hv(x)] .
This means that
νη = E
v∼Ud
[| E
(x,ℓ)∼P η
[hw(x) · hv(x)]|] = (1− 2η)ν .
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Therefore in order to estimate 1 − 2η we estimate νη given samples from P η. To estimate νη
we draw a set of random unit vectors V and a set S of random examples from P . For each
v ∈ V we estimate |E(x,ℓ)∼P η [hw(x) · hv(x)]| using the random examples in S and let αv denote
the corresponding estimate. The average of αv’s is an estimate of νη. Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds
imply that for t1(θ, δ
′) = O(θ−2 log(1/δ′)) and t2(θ, δ′) = O(θ−2 log(t1(θ, δ′)/δ′)), the estimation
procedure above with |V | = t1(θ, δ′) and S = t2(θ, δ′), will with probability 1−δ′ return an estimate
of νη within θ.
We first find a good lower bound on 1−2η via a simple guess, estimate and double process. For
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . we estimate νη with tolerance ν · 2−i and confidence δ/2−i−1 until we get an estimate
that equals at least 2 · ν · 2−i. Let iη denote the first step at which this condition was satisfied. We
claim that with probability at least 1− δ/2,
2−iη ≤ (1− 2η) ≤ 3 · 2−iη+1.
First we know that the estimates are successful for every i with probability at least 1 − δ/2.
The stopping condition implies that νη ≥ ν · 2−iη and in particular, (1 − 2η) ≥ 2−iη . Now to
prove that (1 − 2η) ≤ 3 · 2−iη+1 we show that iη ≤ ⌈log (3/(1 − 2η))⌉. This is true since for
k = ⌈log (3/(1 − 2η))⌉ we get that (1− 2η) ≥ 3 · 2−k and hence νη = (1− 2η)ν ≥ 3ν2−k. Therefore
an estimate of νη with tolerance ν · 2−k must be at least 2ν · 2−k. This means that iη ≤ k.
Given a lower bound of 2−iη , we estimate νη to accuracy ντ2−iη/2 ≤ (1−2η)ντ/2 with confidence
1−δ/2 and let ν ′η denote the estimate. We set 1−2η′ = ν ′/ν. We first note that |(1−2η′)−(1−2η)| ≤
2−iητ/2 ≤ (1− 2η)τ/2 and therefore
1− 2η
1− 2η′ ∈
[
1
1 + τ2
,
1
1− τ2
]
⊆ [1− τ, 1 + τ ] .
Using the fact that ν ≥ c/
√
d and iη ≤ ⌈log (3/(1 − 2η))⌉ we can conclude that the first step of
the estimation procedure requires O(d(1−2η)−2 · log d(1−2η)δ ) examples and the second step requires
O(dτ−2(1 − 2η)−2 · log d(1−2η)δτ ) examples. The straightforward implementation has running time
of O(d3τ−4(1− 2η)−4 · log d(1−2η)δτ ).
Note that by Theorem 4.9 our algorithm for learning halfspaces uses τ = Ω(1/
√
d). We can
apply Lemma 4.11 together with Remark 2.3 and Corollary 4.10 to obtain a version of the algorithm
that does not require the knowledge of η.
Corollary 4.12. There exists a polynomial-time active learning algorithm that for any η ∈ [0, 1/2),
learns Hd over Ud with random classification noise of rate η to error ǫ using
O
(
(1− 2η)−2 · d2
(
log
d
(1− 2η)δτ + log(1/ǫ) log(d log(1/ǫ))
))
labeled examples and
O((1− 2η)−2 · d2 · ǫ−1 log(1/ǫ) log(d log(1/ǫ)))
unlabeled samples.
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5 Differentially-private active learning
In this section we show that active SQ learning algorithms can also be used to obtain differentially
private active learning algorithms. We assume that a learner has full access to unlabeled portion
of some database of n examples S ⊆ X × Y which correspond to records of individual participants
in the database. In addition, for every element of the database S the learner can request the label
of that element. As usual, the goal is to minimize the number of label requests. In addition, we
would like to preserve the differential privacy of the participants in the database, a now-standard
notion of privacy introduced in [DMNS06]. A simple scenario in which active differentially-private
learning could be valuable is medical research in which the goal is to create an automatic predictor
of whether a person has certain medical condition. It is often the case that while many unlabeled
patient records are available, discovering the label requires work by a medical expert or an expensive
test (or both). In such a scenario an active learning algorithm could significantly reduce costs of
producing a good predictor of the condition while differential privacy ensures that the predictor
does not reveal any information about the patients whose data was used for the algorithm.
Formally, for some domain X×Y , we will call S ⊆ X×Y a database. Databases S, S′ ⊂ X×Y
are adjacent if one can be obtained from the other by modifying a single element. Here we will
always have Y = {−1, 1}. In the following, A is an algorithm that takes as input a database D and
outputs an element of some finite set R.
Definition 5.1 (Differential privacy [DMNS06]). A (randomized) algorithm A : 2X×Y → R is α-
differentially-private if for all r ∈ R and every pair of adjacent databases S, S′, we have Pr[A(S) =
r] ≤ eǫ Pr[A(S′) = r].
Here we consider algorithms that operate on S in an active way. That is the learning algorithm
receives the unlabeled part of each point in S as an input and can only obtain the label of a point
upon request. The total number of requests is the label complexity of the algorithm. We note
the definition of differential privacy we use does not make any distinction between the entries of
the database for which labels were requested and the other ones. In particular, the privacy of all
entries is preserved. Further, in our setting the indices of entries for which the labels are requested
are not a part of the output of the algorithm and hence do not need to be differentially private.
As first shown by Blum et al. [BDMN05], SQ algorithms can be automatically translated into
differentially-private4 algorithms. We now show that, analogously, active SQ learning algorithms
can be automatically transformed into differentially-private active learning algorithms.
Theorem 5.2. Let A be an algorithm that learns a class of functions H to accuracy 1 − ǫ over
distribution D using M1 active SQs of tolerance τ and filter tolerance τ0 and M2 target-independent
queries of tolerance τu. There exists a learning algorithm A
′ that given α > 0, δ > 0 and active ac-
cess to database S ⊆ X×{−1, 1} is α-differentially-private and uses at most O([M1ατ +M1τ2 ] log(M1/δ))
labels. Further, for some n = O([ M1ατ0τ +
M1
τ0τ2
+ M2ατu +
M2
τ2u
] log((M1+M2)/δ)), if S consists of at least
n examples drawn randomly from D then with, probability at least 1 − δ, A′ outputs a hypothesis
with accuracy ≥ 1 − ǫ (relative to distribution D). The running time of A′ is the same as the
running time of A plus O(n).
4In [BDMN05] a related but different definition of privacy was used. However, as pointed out in [KLN+11] the
same translation can be used to achieve differential privacy.
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Proof. We first consider the active SQs of A. We will answer each such query using a disjoint set
of O([ 1ατ0τ +
1
τ0τ2
] log(M1/δ)) unlabeled examples. The subset T of these examples that satisfy the
filter will be queried for their labels and used to compute an answer to the statistical query (by
taking the empirical average in the usual way). Additional noise drawn from a Laplace distribution
will then be added to the answer in order to preserve privacy.
We begin by analyzing the amount of noise needed to achieve the desired privacy guarantee.
First, since each query is being answered using a disjoint set of examples, changing any given
example can affect the answer to at most one query; so, it suffices to answer each query with
α-differential privacy. Second, modifying any given example can change the empirical answer to
a query by at most 1/|T | (there are three cases: the example was already in T and remains in T
after modification, the example was in T and is removed from T due to the modification, or the
example was not in T and is added to T due to the modification; each changes the empirical answer
by at most 1/|T |). Therefore, α-privacy can be achieved by adding a quantity ξ selected from a
Laplace distribution of width O( 1α|T |) to the empirical answer over the labeled sample. Finally,
we solve for the size of T needed to ensure that with sufficiently high probability |ξ| ≤ τ/2 so
that the effect on the active SQ after correction for noise is at most τ/2. Specifically, the Laplace
distribution has the property that with probability at least 1 − δ′, the magnitude of ξ is at most
O( 1α|T | log(1/δ
′)). Setting this to τ/2 and using δ′ = δ/(6M1) we have that privacy α can be
guaranteed with perturbation at most τ/2 as long as we have |T | ≥ c( 1ατ log(M1/δ)) for sufficiently
large constant c.
Next, we also need to ensure that T is large enough so that with probability at least 1 − δ′,
even without the added Laplace noise, the empirical average of the query function over T is within
τ/2 of the true value. By Hoeffding bounds, this is ensured if |T | ≥ c( 1τ2 log(M1/δ)) for sufficiently
large constant c.
Finally, we need the unlabeled sample to be large enough so that with probability at least 1−δ′,
the labeled sample T will satisfy both the above conditions. By Hoeffding bounds, this is ensured
by an unlabeled sample of size O( 1τ0 [
1
ατ +
1
τ2
] log(M1/δ)).
The above analysis was for each active SQ. There areM1 active SQs in total so the total sample
size is a factor M1 larger, and by a union bound over all M1 queries we have that with probability
at least 1− δ/2, all are answered within their desired tolerance levels.
Now, we analyze the M2 target-independent queries. Here, by standard analysis (which is
also a special case of the analysis above), we get that it is sufficient to use O([ 1ατu +
1
τ2u
] log(M2/δ))
unlabeled samples to answer all the queries with probability at least 1−δ/2. Finally, summing up the
sample sizes and applying a union bound over the failure probabilities we get the claimed bounds on
the sample complexity and running time. We remark that the algorithm is α-differentially-private
even when the samples are not drawn from distribution D.
The simulation above can be easily made tolerant to random classification (or uncorrelated)
noise in exactly the same way as in Theorem 2.2.
In our setting it is also natural to treat the privacy of labeled and unlabeled parts differently.
For much the same reason that unlabeled data is often much more plentiful than labeled data, in
many cases the label information is much more sensitive, in a privacy sense, than the unlabeled
feature vector. For example the unlabeled data may be fully public (obtained by crawling the web
or from a public address-book) and the labels obtained from a questionnaire. To reflect this one
can define two privacy parameters αℓ and α with αℓ denoting the (high) sensitivity of the labeled
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information and α denoting the (lower) sensitivity of the feature vector alone. More formally, in
addition to requiring α-differential privacy we can require αℓ-differential privacy on databases which
differ only in a single label (for αℓ < α). A special case of this model where only label privacy
matters was studied in [CH11] (a model with a related but weaker requirement in which labeled
points are private and unlabeled are not was recently considered in [JMP13]). It is not hard to
see that with this definition our analysis will give an algorithm that uses O([M1αℓτ +
M1
τ2
] log(M1/δ))
labels and requires a database of size n for some n = Ω([ M1αℓτ0τ +
M1
τ0τ2
+ M2ατu +
M2
τ2u
] log((M1+M2)/δ)).
Note that in this result the privacy constraint on labels does not affect the number of samples
required to simulate target-independent queries.
Improvement over passive differentially-private learning An immediate consequence of
Theorem 5.2 is that for learning of homogeneous halfspaces over uniform or log-concave distributions
we can obtain differential privacy while essentially preserving the label complexity. For example, by
combining Theorems 5.2 and 4.9, we can efficiently and differentially-privately learn homogeneous
halfspaces under the uniform distribution with privacy parameter α and error parameter ǫ by
using only O˜(d
√
d log(1/ǫ))/α+ d2 log(1/ǫ)) labels. However, it is known that any passive learning
algorithm, even ignoring privacy considerations and noise requires Ω (d/ǫ) labeled examples [Lon95].
So for α ≥ 1/√d and small enough ǫ we get better label complexity.
6 Discussion
We described a framework for designing efficient active learning algorithms that are tolerant to
random classification noise. We used our framework to obtain the first computationally-efficient
algorithm for actively learning homogeneous linear separators over log-concave distributions with
exponential improvement in the dependence on the error ǫ over its passive counterpart. In addition,
we showed that our algorithms can be automatically converted to efficient active differentially-
private algorithms.
Our work suggests that, as in passive learning, active statistical algorithms might be essentially
as powerful as example-based efficient active learning algorithms. It would be interesting to find
more general evidence supporting this claim or, alternatively, a counterexample. An important
aspect of (passive) statistical learning algorithms is that it is possible to prove unconditional lower
bounds on such algorithms using SQ dimension [BFJ+94] and its extensions. It would be interesting
to develop an active analogue of these techniques and give meaningful lower bounds based on them.
This could provide a useful tool for understanding the sample complexity of differentially private
active learning algorithms.
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A Passive SQ learning of halfspaces
The first SQ algorithm for learning general halfspaces was given by Blum et al. [BFKV97]. This
algorithm requires access to unlabeled samples from the unknown distribution and therefore is
only label-statistical. This algorithm can be used as a basis for our active SQ algorithm but the
resulting active algorithm will also be only label-statistical. As we have noted in Section 2, this
is sufficient to obtain our RCN tolerant active learning algorithm given in Cor. 3.7. However our
differentially-private simulation needs the algorithm to be (fully) statistical. Therefore we base our
algorithm on the algorithm of Dunagan and Vempala for learning halfspaces [DV04]. While [DV04]
does not contain an explicit statement of the SQ version of the algorithm it is known and easy to
verify that the algorithm has a SQ version [Vem13]. This follows from the fact that the algorithm in
[DV04] relies on a combination on the Perceptron [Ros58] and the modified Perceptron algorithms
[BFKV97] both of which have SQ versions [Byl94, BFKV97]. Another small issue that we need to
take care of to apply the algorithm is that the running time and tolerance of the algorithm depend
polynomially (in fact, linearly) on log(1/ρ0), where ρ0 is the margin of the points given to the
algorithm. Namely, ρ0 = minx∈S
|w·x|
‖x‖ , where hw is the target homogeneous halfspace and S is the
set of points given to the algorithm. We are dealing with continuous distributions for which the
margin is 0 and therefore we make the following observation. In place of ρ0 we can use any margin
ρ1 such that the probability of being within margin ≤ ρ1 around the target hyperplane is small
enough that it can be absorbed into the tolerance of the statistical queries of the Dunagan-Vempala
algorithm for margin ρ1. Formally,
Definition A.1. For positive δ < 1 and distribution D, we denote
γ(D, δ) = inf
‖w‖=1
sup
γ>0
{
γ
∣∣∣∣ PrD
[ |w · x|
‖x‖ ≤ γ
]
≤ δ
}
,
namely the smallest value of γ such that for every halfspace hw, γ is the largest such that the
probability of being within margin γ of hw under D is at most δ. Let τDV(ρ, ǫ) be the tolerance of
the SQ version of the Dunagan-Vempala algorithm when the initial margin is equal to ρ and error
is set to ǫ. Let
ρ1(D, ǫ) =
1
2
sup
ρ≥0
{ρ | γ(D, τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3) ≥ ρ}.
Now, for ρ1 = ρ1(D, ǫ) we know that γ(D, τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3) ≥ ρ. Let D′ be defined as distribution
D conditioned on having margin at least ρ around the target hyperplane hw. By the definition of
the function γ, the probability of being within margin ≤ ρ is at most τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3. Therefore for
any query function g : X × {−1, 1} → [−1, 1],
∣∣∣∣E
D
[g(x, hw(x))] − (1− τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3) E
D′
[g(x, hw(x))]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3
and hence |ED[g(x, hw(x))] − ED′ [hw(x, f(x))]| ≤ 2τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3. This implies that we can obtain
an answer to any SQ relative to D′ with tolerance τDV(ρ, ǫ/2) by using the same SQ relative to
D with tolerance τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3. This means that by running the Dunagan-Vempala algorithm in
this way we will obtain a hypothesis with error at most ǫ/2 relative to D′. This hypothesis has
error at most ǫ/2 + 2τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3 which, without loss of generality, is at most ǫ. Combining these
observations about the Dunagan-Vempala algorithm, we obtain the following statement.
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Theorem A.2 ([DV04]). There exists a SQ algorithm LearnHS-DV that learns Hd to accuracy
1 − ǫ over any distribution D. Further LearnHS outputs a homogeneous halfspace, runs in time
polynomial in d,1/ǫ and log(1/ρ1) and uses SQs of tolerance ≥ 1/poly(d, 1/ǫ, log(1/ρ1)), where
ρ1 = ρ1(D, ǫ).
To apply Theorem A.2 we need to obtain bounds on ρ1(D, ǫ) for any distribution D on which
we might run the Dunagan-Vempala algorithm.
Lemma A.3. Let D be an isotropic log-concave distribution. Then for any δ ∈ (0, 1/20), γ(D, δ) ≥
δ/(6 ln(1/δ)).
Proof. Let γ ∈ (0, 1/16) and w be any unit vector. We first upper-bound PrD
[ |w·x|
‖x‖ ≤ γ
]
.
Pr
D
[ |w · x|
‖x‖ ≤ γ
]
≤ Pr
D
[
‖x‖ ≤ ln(1/γ) and |w · x|‖x‖ ≤ γ
]
+ Pr
D
[‖x‖ > ln(1/γ)]
≤ Pr
D
[|w · x| ≤ γ · ln(1/γ)] + Pr
D
[‖x‖ > ln(1/γ)] . (8)
By Lemma 5.7 in [LV07], for an isotropic log-concave D and any R > 1, PrD[‖x‖ > R] < e−R+1.
Therefore
Pr
D
[‖x‖ > ln(1/γ)] ≤ e · γ.
Further, by Lemma 3.2,
Pr
D
[|w · x| ≤ γ · ln(1/γ)] ≤ 2γ · ln(1/γ).
Substituting, these inequalities into eq. (8) we obtain that for γ ∈ (0, 1/16),
Pr
D
[ |w · x|
‖x‖ ≤ γ
]
≤ 2γ · ln(1/γ) + e · γ ≤ 3γ · ln(1/γ).
This implies that for γ = δ/(6 ln(1/δ)) and any unit vector w,
Pr
D
[ |w · x|
‖x‖ ≤ γ
]
≤ 3δ/(6 ln(1/δ)) · (ln(1/δ) + ln(6 ln(1/δ)) ≤ δ,
where we used that for δ < 1/20, 6 ln(1/δ) ≤ 1/δ. By definition of γ(D, δ), this implies that
γ(D, δ) ≥ δ/(6 ln(1/δ)).
We are now ready to prove Theorem A. There exists a SQ algorithm LearnHS that learns Hd
to accuracy 1 − ǫ over any distribution D|χ, where D is an isotropic log-concave distribution and
χ : Rd → [0, 1] is a filter function. Further LearnHS outputs a homogeneous halfspace, runs in
time polynomial in d,1/ǫ and log(1/λ) and uses SQs of tolerance ≥ 1/poly(d, 1/ǫ, log(1/λ)), where
λ = ED[χ(x)].
Proof of Thm. A. To prove the theorem we bound ρ1 = ρ1(D|χ, ǫ) and then apply Theorem A.2.
We first observe that for any event Λ,
Pr
D|χ
[Λ] ≤ Pr
D
[Λ]/E
D
[χ].
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Applying this to the event |w·x|‖x‖ ≤ γ in Definition A.1 we obtain that γ(D|χ, δ) ≥ γ(D, δ · ED[χ]).
By Lemma A.3, we get that γ(D|χ, δ) = Ω(λδ/ log(1/(λδ))).
In addition, by Theorem A.2, τDV(ρ, ǫ) ≥ 1/p(d, 1/ǫ, log(1/ρ)) for some polynomial p. This
implies that
γ(D|χ, τDV(ρ, ǫ/2)/3) ≤ γ
(
D|χ,Ω
(
1
p(d, 1/ǫ, log(1/ρ))
))
= Ω˜
(
λ
p(d, 1/ǫ, log(1/ρ))
)
.
Therefore, we will obtain that,
ρ1(D|χ, ǫ) = Ω˜
(
λ
p(d, 1/ǫ, 1)
)
.
By plugging this bound into Theorem A.2 we obtain the claim.
B Proofs from Section 4
We now prove Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 which we restate for convenience.
Lemma B.1 (Lem. 4.6 restated). For any v,w ∈ Sd−1 such that ‖v − w‖ = ∆ ≤
√
2 and γ > 0,
Pr[hv(x) 6= hw(x) | |〈v, x〉| ≤ γ] =
Ad−3
∫ γ
0 (1− r2)(d−3)/2
∫ 1
r·
√
2−∆2
∆·
√
1−r2
(1− s2)(d−4)/2ds · dr
Ad−2
∫ γ
0 (1− r2)(d−3)/2dr
.
We denote the probability by cpd(γ,∆).
Proof. By using spherical symmetry, we can assume without loss of generality that v = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)
and w = (
√
1−∆2/2,∆/√2, 0, 0, . . . , 0). We now examine the surface area of the points that sat-
isfy hw(x) = −1 and 0 ≤ 〈v, x〉 ≤ γ (which is a half of the error region at distance at most γ
from v). To compute it we consider the points on Sd−1 that satisfy 〈v, x〉 = r. These points
form a hypersphere σ of dimension d − 2 and radius √1− r2. In this hypersphere points that
satisfy hw(x) = −1 are points (r, s, x3, .., xd) ∈ Sd for which r
√
1−∆2/2 + s∆/√2 ≤ 0. In other
words, s ≥ r√2−∆2/∆ or points of σ which are at least r√2−∆2/∆ away from hyperplane
(0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) passing through the origin of σ (also referred to as a hyperspherical cap). As in
the equation (6), we obtain that its d− 2-dimensional surface area is:
(1− r2)(d−2)/2
∫ 1
r·
√
2−∆2
∆·
√
1−r2
Ad−3(1− s2)(d−4)/2ds
Integrating over all r from 0 to γ gives the surface area of the region hw(x) = −1 and 0 ≤ 〈v, x〉 ≤ γ:
∫ γ
0
(1− r2)(d−3)/2
∫ 1
r·
√
2−∆2
∆·
√
1−r2
Ad−3(1− s2)(d−4)/2ds · dr.
Hence the conditional probability is as claimed.
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Lemma B.2 (Lem. 4.7 restated). For ∆ ≤ √2, any d ≥ 4, and γ ≥ ∆/(2√d), ∂∆cpd(γ,∆) ≥
1/(56γ · √d).
Proof. First note that
τ(γ) =
Ad−3
Ad−2
∫ γ
0 (1− r2)(d−3)/2dr
is independent of ∆ and therefore it is sufficient to differentiate
θ(γ,∆) =
∫ γ
0
(1− r2)(d−3)/2
∫ 1
r·
√
2−∆2
∆·
√
1−r2
(1− s2)(d−4)/2ds · dr.
Let γ′ = ∆/(2
√
d) (note that by our assumption γ′ ≤ γ). By the Leibnitz integral rule,
∂∆θ(γ,∆) =
∫ γ
0
(1− r2)(d−3)/2∂∆

∫ 1
r·
√
2−∆2
∆·
√
1−r2
(1− s2)(d−4)/2ds

 · dr
=
∫ γ
0
(1− r2)(d−3)/2
(
1− r
2(2−∆2)
∆2(1− r2)
) d−4
2
· 2r
∆2
√
1− r2√2−∆2 · dr
≥
∫ γ
0
(1− r2)(d−4)/2
(
1− 2r
2
∆2(1− r2)
) d−4
2
· 2r√
2∆2
· dr
≥
∫ γ′
0
(1− r2)(d−4)/2
(
1− 2r
2
∆2(1− r2)
) d−4
2
·
√
2 · r
∆2
· dr.
Now using the conditions ∆ ≤ √2, d ≥ 4, we obtain that γ′ ≤ 1/(2√2) and hence for all r ∈ [0, γ′],
1− r2 ≥ 7/8 and r2/∆2 ≤ γ′2/∆2 = 1/(4d). This implies that for all r ∈ [0, γ′],
1− 2r
2
∆2(1− r2) ≥ 1−
2
7
84d
= 1− 4
7d
.
Now, (
1− 4
7d
)(d−4)/2
≥ 1− 4(d− 4)
14d
≥ 5
7
.
Substituting this into our expression for ∂∆θ(γ,∆) we get
∂∆θ(γ,∆) ≥
∫ γ′
0
(1− r2)(d−4)/2
√
2 · 5r
7∆2
· dr ≥ 1
∆2
∫ γ′
0
(1− r2)(d−4)/2 · r · dr
=
1
∆2(d− 2)
(
1− (1− γ′2)(d−2)/2
)
≥ 1
∆2(d− 2)
(
1− e−γ′2(d−2)/2
)
≥(∗) 1
∆2(d− 2)
(
1− (1− (d− 2)γ
′2
4
)
)
=
γ′2
4∆2
=
1
16d
,
where to derive (∗) we use the fact that e−γ′2(d−2)/2 ≤ 1−γ′2(d−2)/4 since e−x ≤ 1−x/2 for every
x ∈ [0, 1] and γ′2(d− 2)/2 ≤ ∆2(d−2)8d < 1. At the same time,
∫ γ
0 (1− r2)(d−3)/2dr ≤ γ and therefore,
∂∆cpd(γ,∆) = τ(γ) · ∂∆θ(γ,∆) ≥
Ad−3
16dγAd−2
≥ 1
32
√
3γ
√
d
>
1
56γ
√
d
,
where we used that
Ad−3
Ad−2
≥
√
d/(2
√
3) (e.g. [DKM09]).
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